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Wild flowers round ponds and lakes 
 
Pond profile   
Shallow edges, centre depth 1.5-2m, with a shallow shelf 1m wide at one end 
for the marsh. Given a 12m diameter pond, with a circumference of 38m, 
divide the margin into 5 x approx  7.5m sections. 
 
1. Access. The margins of newly created ponds can turn into a jungle 
remarkably quickly. No birds (except waterfowl) can get near them to have a 
drink/bathe. The answer is a stretch of shingle on the edge, say 7.5m, with a 
log tethered with a couple of wires which stops the shingle disappearing into 
the bottom of the pond. This shingle stretch is a key feature. 
 
2. Management. Annual management is needed. Moorhen and duck will 
bring in bulrush and bur-reed which will dominate the pond in a few years. 
Inspect the pond each autumn and remove unwanted plants especially 
bulrush, either manually or using a weed wipe.  
 
3. Before planting (May). Keep the water’s edge margin clear with glyphosate, 
approx. 1 metre from water’s edge. May is the month to plant since most pond 
marginals senesce (die back) over winter. Press plugs into the soft earth. 
 
4. The planting plan.  Plant approx. 5 plugs staggered per metre of margin, 
leaving several metres to colonise naturally. 
 
The marsh. Plant bur-reed 0.3m apart on a ledge 6 inches below water and 1m 
wide. This will provide a safe haven for moorhen (and others) to nest. 
 
Uncompetitive water’s edge plants. Key plants include marsh marigold, ragged 
robin, water avens and square stemmed St Johns wort. Plant either side of the 
shingle area and make sure that there are a couple of metres between these 
plants and the competitive plants below.  
 
Competitive water’s edge plants. Plant 1m each (5 plants) of meadow sweet, 
hemp agrimony, purple loosestrife, water mint, great burnet, yellow flag iris 
then repeat. Add bogbean which floats on the water surface. 
 
The competitive water’s edge plants are all great survivors. Yellow flag will 
need to be reduced every 2-3 years, but the flowers make it worthwhile and 
the dragonfly larvae rely on it to climb up out of the water. 


